
OCC PROJECT SUPERVISOR

Apply in English at
cvoffice@avionexpress.aero

WHY US?
Avion Express is a narrow-body ACMI (Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, Insurance) and charter operator. Avion Express provides top-level short and
long-term aircraft wet-leasing (ACMI) solutions and also offers its' clients aircraft on a charter basis. The company operates an Airbus A320
family aircraft fleet.

Avion Express is looking for ambitious professionals to support the company's technical matters, handle fleet expansion and further
development of the company.

The company creates a supportive work environment and conditions for employees to grow, both professionally and personally.

ARE YOU READY TO?
‣ Assist in project evaluation, and preparation for projects and monitoring of

ongoing projects;
‣ Prepare route evaluations, work with the system’s integration;
‣ Visit clients, and attend in weekly OTP meetings;
‣ Proactively monitor KPIs and targets set out under customer agreements

and prepare possible solutions (if needed) for improvements;
‣ Review schedule performance and delay statistics; identify possible

discrepancies and provide adjustments;
‣ Prepare OCC SOPs/Project briefings and ensure that they comply with

regulatory requirements;
‣ Ensure information is communicated to the Daily OCC unit and other

departments in case new projects/bases arise;
‣ Provide macro-level operational analysis, mitigating operational conflicts,

inefficiencies, or other matters that may affect operations and facilitate
the planning and execution of solutions;

‣ Traffic rights arrangement.

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?
‣ University degree and/or a minimum of 1 year work experience in

airlines within the Flight Operations Department;
‣ Ability to work in a team;
‣ Good communication skills;
‣ Ability to analyze and prioritize multiple tasks, and work under

pressure;
‣ Permit to work and live in European Union;
‣ Fluent spoken and written English skills.

www.avionexpress.aero

DOES IT SOUND APPEALING?
‣ Position, based in Vilnius, Lithuania;
‣ Competitive salary (from 2200 € gross, depending on your

experience) and social benefits, including health insurance;
‣ Other benefits: Opportunity to book standby flights from Vilnius,

gym for your physical and mental health (Mindletic);
‣ Lunch compensation, daily fruits and weekly pastries;
‣ Possibility to participate in the A320 TYPE RATING program for

Aircraft Piloting students to gain type rating;
‣ Opportunities for professional and personal growth;
‣ Truly international business environment.
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